I want to streamline my
NDA process
With more than ten years of experience in law and legal
tech, a training set comprising several thousand NDAs
and state-of-the-art technology, we are the only vendor
who can offer you a complete NDA solution that allows
you to cut costs and improve adherence to companywide policies.

Why it matters
The process of negotiating and executing an NDA at the start of a commercial engagement, while a crucial step,
takes time and resources away from your staff when they could instead focus on tasks more central to your business.
In the absence of in-house legal counsel, it can also be expensive. Our solution allows you to automate the NDA
process so you can get the ball rolling on new business transactions more quickly and cheaply.

How we can help
•	The first step in any commercial discussion with a potential partner, employee or consultant is to execute an NDA.
Sometimes you are asked to provide the first draft, sometimes the other side will send a draft to you.
•	
Whatever the posture, we have you covered.
•	
Outgoing NDAs. For outgoing NDAs, we can help you set up a self-service tool that you can share across the
organization so business can generate compliant NDAs without you and your team getting involved.
•	
Incoming NDAs. For incoming NDAs, we offer you machine learning tools to improve compliance and
dramatically reduce costs and/or free up your team for higher-value tasks by:
•	Flagging problematic clauses
•	Conducting playbook checks
•	Benchmarking drafts against the market standard
•	Automatically preparing markups
•	Checking for defined terms
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•	In addition, our NDA solution helps you track the back and forth between the parties during netotiations,
measuring KPIs such as turnaround times, lawyer performance and how many rounds of comments it takes to get
to a signed contract.
•	As with all other parts of Scissero, by icensing our NDA solution, you can always upgrade to a full enterprise
contract lifecycle management solution later.

Products

•	Scissero for contract authoring

A solution for both
outgoing and incoming
NDAs
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•	Scissero for contract analytics
•	Scissero for actionable business
insights
•	Scissero contract lifecycle
management solution
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